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Hello everyone and welcome to another Chair Chat.
Still everything is at a standstill so I haven’t much to report again this month. The
Practical Classic show we are now informed is cancelled till next year, they were
obviously optimistic when they suggested last month that it would take place in
August. Hopefully by then we will be back to some form of normality whatever that will
be in the future.
Obviously being in the vulnerable age group and with Pammie being ill, we’ve kept
strictly to the isolating bit but we have good neighbours who have helped with
shopping etc over the period. Last week it was a special birthday for one of them it was
her big 40 but obviously she had to cancel a planned party and was disappointed.
When she popped some shopping over to us she brought her 4 year old daughter over
with her and while chatting on the doorstep social distancing observed she asked her
daughter what special day it was tomorrow, she looked up thought for a while and
then said gleefully “Its Bin Day” as it was the day the dustman comes. You can imagine
her face “this just about sums it up she said” and sloped off. We did get a nice piece of
birthday cake the next day though.
Well that’s all for now. I will try harder next month to find some car related news to
bring to you. Look after yourselves
Regards
Rick Bishop

Pity the poor Editor
As Lesley wonders how to fill the newsletter without the usual supply of event reports and photos, we sit at
home twiddling our thumbs (if only). I sweat away in the current unusual April weather, building a base for
a large greenhouse. Our garden slopes off in all directions so four different shaped walls it has to be. Then
creating a frame from the shed full of aluminium extrusions resulting from dismantling the greenhouse in a
great hurry could be fun.
However it might all change. I was shown a posting on FaceAche where a woman from Jacksonville, USA,
assured us that the Corona virus was in Florida because of “all them Mexicans drinking Corona Beer, from
glass bottles”, while there was no virus in Jacksonville because they drank their local beer “from aluminum”
and “y’all know that the virus don’t live on aluminum”.
So just in case, I thought I’d scribble a few words about my start in Austin 7 life which Lesley could plonk
into the newsletter if she was desperate. And the greenhouse reminded me of Mrs Beeton’s Book of
Household Management, twenty three pages that fitted the title, 900 about cooking, which Mrs Beeton
disliked, apparently. Much of her writings were shamelessly plagiarised from elsewhere, possibly this
passage about tomatoes; “The whole plant has a disagreeable odour, and its juice, subjected to the action
of the fire, emits a vapour so powerful as to cause vertigo and vomiting”. But very shortly afterwards
declares that “It is a wholesome fruit and digests easily. Its flavour stimulates the appetite and it is almost
universally approved.” The editor, Mr Beeton, was not doing his job, but we can be confident that Mrs
Marriner has enough experience of Austin 7s to know that they are not “so powerful as to cause vertigo
and vomiting”. And the stuff that Tom, Dick and Harry, Rick and Rikk etc. reliably write every month is all
their own work and so is this.
In The Beginning
Having been invited to leave school soon after receiving my O Levels results in 1963, my parents packed me
off to college, post haste. I like to tell
people that Coventry University welcomed
me with open arms. Of course it was
Coventry Tech. in those days and the
Technical Illustration dept. occupied two
porta-cabins on a bombsite nearby. Our
street was fairly derelict and long gone
now, but there was a shop of sorts
opposite that sold good pies, and fags.
My 1929 Top Hat saloon (they would call it
an RK these days) was bought when I went
to a meeting of the 750 Motor Club’s local
centre. In Sales& Wants I enquired about
such a thing
and
was
rather
enthusiastically taken to one side by Jim
Yardley – who went on to build
‘Complexity’, an advanced and successful
750 racer – and he quickly persuaded me
that his tuned-up trials saloon would suit
my needs perfectly. Well it might have,
had it had an engine and MOT. But
knowing little about such things apart from
how to keep our running A7 chassis driveable around the fields, what I didn’t know didn’t therefore worry
me. The engine I cobbled together somehow worked, and I learned to bodge together the rest, a modus
operandi that served me well for some years before the penny dropped. I do dread the MOT til this day
though, even with the ‘modern’ car. I ‘borrowed’ £5 from mother for the insurance.

Trainee Technical Illustrators learning about mechanical things.
My aforementioned needs were for economical, reliable transport to and from college, 11 miles each way,
in reasonable comfort and safety. Well it was reasonably economical. For the classic long-distance trials
the poor old car had gained a boxed-in chassis and flat stiff springs, had been stripped of all unnecessary
trim to save weight, had a low-ratio axle and 14” back wheels, and excellent hydraulic brakes. It cornered
beautifully on smooth roads and stopped very quickly. It came as a bit of a shock when I later bought a
Seven with standard brakes. The main distinguishing feature though, was the absolute decrepitude of the
body which meant it fitted well into its college surroundings.
Over the years the car gave me excellent service, going all over the country though never sure I would
arrive; I remember driving home from Norfolk on an incurable three cylinders! Perhaps the most
memorable breakdown was on the way to the interview for my first job when it ran a big end. Despite
having to thumb a lift and being
somewhat oily in appearance I got
the job, but some months later the
boss found me a job at The Rover,
as the company was usually called,
kindly saying that my interest in
cars would be better satisfied
there. And at £10 a week it was
much better paid. And here I met
Brem Smith; we had some good
times…
Eventually however, I recognised
that the A7 couldn’t go on, so to
speak, the final straw being a
pointed comment from an
engineer at The Rover that the
piece of wire stretched between
the rear wheel arches to stop them bulging outwards, and the house brick holding up the rear of the seat
pan were “not a good idea”, so I broke it up for spares. Incidentally, a few years ago Gordon Phillips wrote
a piece for the A7CA Magazine which mentioned that
he had found and restored the old saloon body as it
was better than the one that came with his car.
My own scrapyard. The red thing was found in a
greenhouse; more useful spares. The saloon body
behind.Still needing transport, this mug bought
another trials saloon, a much-modified Box Saloon,
from the secretary of the Austin 7 Register, Midlands
Group. I had been told that it was a non-runner and
giving the engine a check-over discovered that the
crankcase had a horizontal crack running almost
completely round, above the engine mounts, the
result of trialling with the engine bolted down at all
four corners. Ah well, just another engine to cobble
together. Thanks John.

Again, we travelled quite a lot though the lack of any interior trim resulted in a very noisy environment, but
who cares when you’re young and having fun. It was also excellent in the snow (we seemed to have more
back then) with its Town & Country tyres. Here
are three MA7C founder members on their
way to a camping holiday in Devon/Cornwall. Barry Whitehouse with The Brakeless Box, Mike Tebbett with
the Mulliner saloon that we drove round France in 1965; he still has it, as befits the Mulliner registrar. And
me with hair and the trials saloon.
When, quite often, the saloon was hors de combat I had to use the bus or a small Japanese motorbike
which, like some Sevens, looked faster than it was but fun none the less. I recently came across it again, a
real barn find (I know because I put it in the barn about 40 years ago), now 56 years old, complete and
open to offers!
I also had a Ruby for a while. In those days the Stanford Hall Rally organisers would find a cheap Seven,
typically a laid-up Ruby for £5, get it going and lend it out for the driving tests and hopefully raffle it off at
the end of the day. I didn’t win it but a ticket I sold did, the buyer refused to have the car, and I was left to
take it away. I got half way home before running out of electrics; fortunately, perhaps, as it had no tax or
insurance. I later made £5 from it for my troubles.
For the annual Beaulieu Rally a few of us would set off on Friday afternoon, through the Cotswolds to
Cirencester, Swindon and Marlborough to Savernake Forest and camp for the night. Then off to Beaulieu
via Salisbury, and find a sheltered spot to camp in the New Forest. You can’t do that now. And at the Rally
I noticed an advert for a 1930 Mulliner Sports. Soon I had a proper Austin 7, sort of, but that’s another
story.
Robin Boyce

ED. To add a little note to that. When I went to college in 1967 I saw this “old banger” in the drive
leading up to the main building, little did I know that it was the Mulliner owned by Mike Tebbet and
indeed that in 1973 we would own our own Austin7.

VE Day revisited.
I think that`s where we should have been, that cake looks good!
Philip & Jan Mole.

Cheers
Cheers! The Trickett Family.

A well decorated house and Ruby.
Colin Ford.

John and Alison Roberts`
very patriotic Ruby.

A bit of a farce really celebrating
VE Day with our VW.
We had a VE celebration on the
front garden after the Silence.
K&L Marriner

VE Day Celebrations

John painting the crown

Painting the Silent Soldier

The VE display for May 8th

The VE wall display

Last year we had been asked to take the Austin 7
van to a local event which had to be cancelled so
we arranged this event in our village and asked
people to take their exercise by walking past at a two metre distance.

TECHNICAL TOPICS
'You Have Been Warned', written by Fougasse & McCullough published in 1935, was a great
contemporary success. For the less mechanically adept, a small but helpful section is offered:
Oil Gauge: This is a little clock with 'pounds per square inch' on its face. It has only one hand,
which moons vaguely about. A sudden return to zero can mean a hundred different things to the
expert, but never more than one thing to the beginner, who won't have noticed anything anyway.
Speedometer: This is another, and slightly larger clock, also with one hand. It is linked up with the
wheels in some way, and the original idea was that when you were doing 40 miles per hour, the
hand pointed to 40. Nowadays speeds have increased so much that, when the hand points to 80,
you are doing 60 and when it points to 10 you are probably in reverse.
Radiator Temperature: A great many cars have a little device which tells you if the water in your
radiator is too hot. If it keeps on pointing to boiling, you need a new fan belt, or a new radiator, or
engine, or else a new little device.
Ammeter: This is for measuring electricity and is easily recognised, being the only dial that has
nought in the middle, and scores both above and below the line. It is the most picturesque means
of knowing if your battery is discharging - but not the most usual.
Free Wheel: This is a clever device which allows a car to stop pedalling like a bicycle. It has great
advantages for those motorists who insist on getting into low gear when descending a steep hill,
since, by means of this device, they can do so without any loss of speed whatever.
Robin Boyce
***************************************************************************

Something to keep you awake (or send you to sleep…)

Bob Prophet

POUNDS, SHILLINGS AND PENCE
Can you make it add up…?

A Stone
A Bicycle
A Singer
Part of a Monkey's Leg
A Man's Name
A Kind of Pig
The Sun, Moon and Pluto
A Leather Worker
50% of Panties
A Royal Headdress
Hit Repeatedly
Unwell Sea Creature
Total
Thank you Bob, it drove us mad!!! ED

£

s

d

32

17

8½

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Rallies Revisited
For some years ago the club used to have a stand at the Town And Country festival at the
National Agricultural Centre at Stoneleigh. Over the years members would put on a display of
vehicles and join in the activities. Many years had a theme and we tried to incorporate “7” We did
“Seven Leagues under the sea”; “Snow
White and the seven Dwarfs” ; “The
magnificent Seven” and “Dad’s Army”
Generally most folks attended some of the
days and the evening featured a bar b que.
There were various activities, people
watching was one; another was guess the
popular purchase. There was usually some
new wonder being hawked around the
show, that visitors couldn’t manage
without. One year it was long window
poles to wash next doors windows.
Another, large cuddly toys. You had to be
in the show ground before the show
opened and had to stay until the public left. One year Peter Walsh had his bakers van on display
and because fly’s and wasps were a trouble, he sprayed the interior with fly killer. Later we came
back to find one of the
cakes with a large bite out
of it. We didn’t hear of any
dead bodies found around
the site fortunately.

We also took a selection of cars in to the Grand Ring and paraded round; in costume to show the
visitors the vehicles and displays. The Dad’s Army year, the MG owners club had done ‘Ello ‘Ello;
and we had great time with them with water pistols, leaving the commentator speechless. And
after all that excitement what did members do; well turn to page 16 to see.

I am pleased that some people have sent me articles and photos. If you have any
photos or memories you would like to share with members. I have certainly enjoyed
reading them and seeing your photos.
Keep them coming! Don`t give up when lockdown is over (when ever that might be!)
Ed Lesley

The Virtually Drive It Day
Whatever the problem that keeps you off the streets, be it the government singling out citizens
above a certain age (many of our members) as unable to look after themselves when under threat
from a well-known virus infection, or the list of winter jobs still pending, there’s often a way out.
Serendipity, it was Drive It Day. We only managed 15 yards out of the garage but found some
important nuts and bolts that had been lurking under the car. Success.

Drive It Day at Home “Classics for Carers”

Our ‘fleet’ outside our bungalow

As we were in
Lockdown because of
Corona virus we could
not take our vehicles
for a drive. Instead
we had a display at
home. The railway
raised £110 for the
NHS

Well it was always hard work enjoying yourself!

ED. I think I should keep the “snappers”
identity a secret. It could be you having a
snooze next time.

Important update regarding the show
As a consequence of the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus)
pandemic, Practical Classics Classic Car & Restoration Show, with Discovery, will
now be postponed to 26-28 March 2021.

Everyone involved in putting the show together is extremely disappointed that the
ultimate restoration experience will not be brought to the community this year. However,
the health and well-being of our visitors, exhibitors, partners, contractors and staff is of
the upmost importance. With the government’s roadmap suggesting that restrictions on
movement will still be in place for some time, it is therefore the right decision for us to
cease planning for an event of this size and importance in August.
We will now be putting all our efforts into delivering an extra special restoration show in
2021 and a fantastic meeting of the community for our flagship event, the Lancaster
Insurance Classic Motor Show, with Discovery, in November. Clarion Events is working
with other event organisers, venues and government to develop guidelines on how to
deliver the best versions of our events while ensuring the health and safety of all
involved. We will update you further on the measures we are putting in place in due
course.
We really appreciate the ongoing support that so many clubs give to the show and it is
with great regret that the current situation necessitates another change of plan. We look
forwards to the time when we can enjoy our classics again without concern or disruption.

All car clubs which had stands confirmed for the March 2020 event will be offered space
at the 2021 edition if they wish to attend.

Part 17 of the Restoration of FAE 588 by Bob Smith
After I had ground all the old paint of the main body work I was surprised at just how much rust was
underneath the car’s paintwork and also, just how much of the original panel joints were nicely finished
with lead loading. Clearly in 1938 there was not the availability of body fillers that there are now.
At this stage I received from the car electrical suppliers a number of electrical components including the
new rear lighting units. You may recall the old ones that came with the car were neither in suitable working
order or usable for what I wished the rear lights to do. It is my intention to retain the original old “pork pie”
rear light and combined stop light that is mounted in the spare wheel access door, but to supplement this
with two other period stop and rear lights mounted on the rear wings. The holes for these were already in
place but unfortunately they were the wrong size and also in different positions. There was nothing else to
do but to butt weld new steel into the old holes and to cut out the correctly sized new ones in a more
suitable position. I followed up these last alterations by using propriety filler to make good around the
numerous welded areas before stripping the old paint from the last external area, the engine bay, and
before giving everything a good coat of acid etched primer. I then moved to the inside of the car.
I began by pulling out umpteen dozen 82 year old blue (black), tacks left from when the internal trim had
been ripped out at some earlier stage. The inside of the car also had more than its fair share of rust and
rusty panels, some of which were concealed behind the internal timber framework carcass. This made
accessing everywhere rather difficult and so after wire brushing the surfaces and using coarse 80 grade
paper to get into some of the difficult areas I gave everything a good application of Kurust rust convertor
and let it dry for a day. This treatment turned all the metal surface rust dark blue and black, and left a
stable skin that could be painted. And so that’s what I did, I painted everywhere, a satisfying light grey.
Esmeralda did look smart inside and out and for the first time I began to think I was doing more than just
separate tasks in this restoration, I was actually making progress. See picture 2.
At this stage I needed to work out how I was going to support the body after it had been unbolted and
lifted off the chassis. I needed to do this so that I could clean, inspect and repair the chassis if needed and
check out and adjust the running gear. I set about carefully measuring the inside of the cab to establish the
position of the holding down bolts which I would use as points of support underneath. I drew this to scale
and then superimposed over the drawing the timber framed structure that I was going to use. I
constructed this in the garage and almost immediately attracted the attention of a couple of my
neighbours who were keen to find out what the loopy bloke from next door was up to now! I explained
what I was doing to them but little did they know that I had an ulterior motive. One of them asked the
question that I knew was in their minds, ”how are you going to lift the body off the chassis and onto the
platform of the framed structure,”? (see the picture 5, of the framed structure). “Well” I said, “according
to that part of the manual dealing with this it will take four people one on each corner”. They looked
slightly sceptical and so I conceded that I had yet to remove all the bolts holding the car and chassis
together but when I did and I had checked that it was separable, would they and Charlie from number 24
give it a go? They looked at each other for a few seconds and to a person they said “yes”, bless them. I just
needed to check out Charlie. He wasn’t a problem once he realised that I had a working party and so the
plan was created.
I then set to work on releasing the body from the chassis by removing the 9 bolts situated on the floor of
the car and 4 under the car where side brackets were bolted to adjacent brackets welded to the sills. Not
an easy job and in spite of careful unscrewing I managed to turn off the head of one of the floor bolts that
were screwed into the top of the end chassis legs. Bummer! Having checked that all the corners of the car

now lifted clear I thought I was ready to collect my friends together and to lift the body off but and a big
but, I’d forgotten that none of this was possible until I removed the steering wheel! So off I went again,.
More unscrewing and bolt removal ensued. It was okay until I realised that in order to get the steering
wheel off the steering column, needed a special 1”&1/16”or 28mm socket to unscrew the large nut holding
the wheel onto the steering column. A quick search of the Internet and a few quid later I had ordered one,
and 2/3 days later when it arrived out came the central horn and indicator connecting cable tube and then
the steering wheel swiftly followed by the steering column. I was ready-at long last I was ready.
Now, although everyone has been on lock down at present due to the dreaded Corona virus pandemic, a
couple of the guys had work commitments such that it meant I had to wait a couple of days before they
were free and so I remembered another little job that needed doing. When I removed the steering column
I noticed that the indicator arm holding the lever knob had been snapped off at some earlier time and that
the said lever knob was in a box of bits that I inherited when I bought the car. I searched the box of bits and
found the missing part. I gave it a good buffing up to improve its appearance and carefully shaped the steel
plate lever arm to fit it, I found a small grub screw that miraculously fitted the female connection under the
knob and repaired the item . (See the picture 9), again a small success but it was so nice to do something
that didn’t fall into bits in my hand.
So on one fine day when we socially distanced of course, with much grunting and straining, and careful
traversing over the chassis frame by two of our party (one of whom was me), we relocated Esmeralda’s
body onto the supporting frame. She fitted it a treat and I was agreeably pleased to see that the setting out
of the frame and the supporting levels all worked out well. There was not a lot of room around the body
and the chassis, side by side but it would clearly all work. It was truly amazing to see the chassis for the first
time, and as one of my friends said “for the first time anyone has seen it for 82 years”! (See the pictures 6,
7 and 8 ). There followed a period of picture taking by some of the group and a careful examination of the
condition of the chassis which, thanks to the odd oil leak from the engine , gearbox and rear axle was in
surprisingly good condition. However 2 days later after good preparation followed by 2 coats of Hammerite
smooth black pint it looked pretty good. The same went for the underside of the body shell. There was lots
of rust and old bitumen based under seal, some painted over the dirt and detritus would you believe but
perseverance won out and the car now looks as good underneath as the newly refurbished chassis.

Picture 1. Forgot to mention, it’s important to identify and locate all the various packing pieces under the
car’s body fixing points and reposition them, (I glued them back into place), before the body is replaced .

Picture 2. Nicely etch primed ready for the “body off “operation.

Picture 3. The steering wheel removed ready for collection by the specialist re-finishers.

Picture 4. Yes, there’s the chassis number, and I checked, it’s correct!

Picture 5. The base support frame ready to receive the car body.

Picture 6. The body on the frame and the chassis by the side of it.

Picture 7. It looks a bit grungy !

Picture 8. Ah! that’s better.

Picture 9. The underside of the indicator arm showing the operating knob now refitted ready for use. There
was just enough arm on the steel plate lever to shape it and re-drill the fixing hole, phew!

Picture 10. My Granddaughter wanted me to show you this because this is what we hope
Esmeralda will look like when she’s finished, a bit bigger than this of course.
***************************************************************************

Rallies Revisited
In 2016 Sandy and I went on a rally to Laon in France. I had noticed an advert that the rally was
“The World of Austin”` Loan is north east of Paris. It is a medieval town set on a hilltop. We took
the TOP on a trailer behind the motorhome and camped at the foot of the town. On the way down
we experienced the most amazing cloud burst,
wipers on double speed, so arriving looking a bit
scruffy. Arriving down the autoroute I had
noticed a sign saying “Deviation” and sure
enough at our junction to turn off to Laon, the
exit was closed. We carried on for about 25 Km
until the next exit and then 25 Km back up again.
We found the campsite and went to reception and
signed in, the proprietor came out looked at our
ensemble and exclaimed “You have the petite’
voiturette” We set up camp and met Clive and
Liz Pierce from the PWA7C.
Laon is on top of a hill within walls and has a magnificent cathedral. The street are typically
narrow with old buildings. The event consisted of a 100Km road run and parade laps of the town
next day. The first day was spent investigating the town. The
cathedral is known for the deer

featured carved on
it.
For the road run we all met at the local sports ground to sign on . There were 100+ vehicles
entered. We signed on and were given a road book, a set of mugs, a can of degreaser and a flower
(!) the lady in front of us to sign on, when given the mugs, exclaimed “They are builders mugs”
must drive a Bentley we thought. Half the entry went one way round the route and the other went
the opposite way. We set off through typical little French road following the clear directions. As
you went through villages there were crowds watching and in some a passage control, where you
were given a gift. All went well until we arrived at one. We stopped and were greeted and given a
postcard. Sandy said “left” I went right! This brought us round the village back to the same control
and Sandy was given another postcard. She said”left” and I went straight on! So we went round
the village and back to the same control, the lady tried to give us another postcard; we English
obviously all look the same; Sandy thanked her and said
”left” and a glare !! I turned
left!!
At the start
On route

Memories!

From Robin Boyce

Midlands Austin 7 Club
When our club was formed at the end of the
‘60s lots of people liked to have lots of car club
badges on the front of their cars. It was
decided that the MA7C should join them and
here is the result. Art teacher and jazz musician
Terry McGrath who would fill the back of his
Box saloon with his sousaphone, carefully
crafted the design based on the first 7s, in the
form of a lino-cut. Then a new member, Pete
Blackburn, offered to produce the badge and a
fine casting was the end result.

ED As I have suggested you rummage through your archives and send me some memories, here
is one of mine from one of the first Newsletters I did. (Sadly no Wollaton this year.) It is one of our
favourite rallies and don’t think we have missed one in 40+ years of Sevenning. Roll on 2021!
Wollaton Park 2012 celebrates 50 years of the Pre War Austin7 Club.
In days gone by there was a good contingent of MA7C members going to the rally on the Sunday.
Only the hardy camped and still do! This year there was Andrew Lowe, John and Marie Eden, Lyn
and Max and grandchildren and our daughter, partner and family (Hazel and Arthur being on the
auto- jumble area). We were on the same blade of grass we have been on for the last 30+years!
When we woke up on Saturday it was a dull day but dry so a trip out in the A7s was the order of
the day. After a lunch- stop at The Mallard hostelry, we eventually arrived at Denby pottery. (Too
late for a pottery tour again!) The traditional BBQ was followed by a get together and “musical
interlude” supplied by Keith and I on our ukuleles. I am sure the alcohol helped to make it sound
better! Luckily there was proper entertainment in the marquee in the form of two 1960s bands.
They really did appeal to the packed audience and even encouraged a number of seveners and
partners to take to the dance floor. A great night all round. Then the rain started and ……. It
persisted all day. What a nightmare for those who had worked so hard to put this event together.
I must admit I didn`t venture too far into the auto-jumble area, but did go to the 7s and charity
stalls. Not as many of either as anticipated, who blames them for not coming out in the
unrelenting rain. Optimistically there was the Diamond Jubilee bonfire, to be lit on Monday.
Perhaps the others can fill me in on that part of the event. In the marquee the display of single
seat cars was impressive, even for me! On show two of Andy Storers cars which took part in the
Mille Miglia round a route in Italy this year. I am sure we shall hear more about that in the future.
Also, to keep our minds off the rain, The Beckett School Big Band entertained us on and off for the
two days and were greatly talented and appreciated. The photos are of a vintage fashion show
which I saw on Sunday. The willing models showed off a variety of outfits even the brave chap in a
knitted swimming costume. The show featured our very own “catwalk babes” Hazel and Millie.
Well done girls! Young Harry managed to pick up and early motorised bike which will keep him
busy (or Max!). We always like to go to Wollaton and usually make a weekend of it and we have
had some good times with like minded friends.
Memories!

